Company Profile

Introduction

Oranfresh srl
(previously Agroindustry
Advanced
Technologies SpA) was established in 1998 as a
separated branch of the agro-industrial activity of the
company A.I.D. (Agriculture Industrial Development) founded
in 1969, with the aim of marking an innovative turning
point in Italian agriculture and exploiting citrus and other
fruits,
by
realizing
state-of-the-art
agro-industrial
machines.

Oranfresh® develops and produces an exclusive line of
automatic juicer machines with the aim of satisfying the
growing demand for “healthy food” and natural juices for
Vending, Supermarkets and Horeca (Hotel/Restaurant/
Café)
sectors,
using
the
most
innovative
technologies and processes.
The company - with its production and research facilities
situated in the Etna Valley industrial area of Catania (Italy) exports in over 60 countries all over the world, including China,
USA, Australia, Northern Europe countries, Middle East, Far
East and, of course, Italy where these machines have been
distributed for more than 15 years in over 700 Autogrill
refreshment bars in the most important Italian cities, along toll
highways and airports, and in the McCafè chain of the group
McDonald’s.
Appreciated at an international level, the brand Oranfresh® is
present in the most prestigious hotels and restaurants, fastfood and supermarkets, and in the most well-known
commercial chains worldwide.

Mission & Vision
The company - with the Oranfresh® machines
for the catering and vending sector - promotes
the consumption of freshly squeezed orange
juice in schools and universities, shopping
centers, hospitals, large-scale retail trade stores.

Oranfresh
creates
the
necessary conditions to let you
consume real, natural, and fresh
products like freshly squeezed
orange
juice
and
centrifuged apple juice, whenever
and wherever, in order to
promote a culture of healthy
diets which are based on the
freshness of the product and are
suitable for any age range.

Products
Horeca Machines
-OR M5, completely build in stainless steel with a window opening on front to see the cutting. Widely seen around Europe in motorway
stations such as Autogrill and in the USA, it is recommended for a medium-high juice demand. Elegant and durable, the OR M5 is the pioneer
among the automatic juicer machines.
-Orangenius model has the same functionality of the ORM5 but made of resistant polymers, which makes the machine lighter and easier to
clean thanks also to the completely detachable squeezing pot. Compact, stylish Italian design, Orangenius is nowadays one of our best seller
product with a great ratio quality/price. Medium-high juice demand, it has been chosen by McDonalds’ Italy for their Mc Cafè concept for the
quality and reliability. Now with a 5” LCD multifunction touch screen in front makes it possible also to set the number of oranges to be
squeezed, and to record the number of squeezed oranges helping to monitor consumption. Both models squeeze citrus from 60 to 86mm of
diameter at a speed of 23 fruits per minute.
Expressa is the smallest automatic juicer in the world able to squeeze small fruits up to 76mm of diameter at speed of 14 fruits per minute.
-Easy to use yet professional, Expressa fits well in locations where space is a critical factor. Medium-low juice demand per day, works perfectly
with small citrus.
-Vitaljuicer, a strong and powerful centrifugal to extar juice from furits and vegatbles.
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Products

Automatic Vending Machines
Oranfresh is a truly pioneer in this field, having inventend the first ever Vending machine for freshly squeezed orange juice in
1987. After more than 30 years we are the undisputed world leader with more than 4000 units sold all around the world and we
produce 5 different models of vending machines (more info at www.oranfresh.com).
Oranfresh Healthy Vending Machines have a large Perspex viewing window that allows customers to watch the entire squeezing
process in action, which increases the level of interest in the machine.
An advanced remote telemetry system allows you to control your network of machines in the field form your pc, tablet or
smartphone: in real-time you have the most important parameters such as sales figures, autonomy, temperature, reports, general
status etc.
An efficient internal self-cleaning system involving high-pressure water jets and a sanitizing option guarantees hygienic standards
at all times.
Our machines support all payment systems available on the market (coins, banknotes, credit cards, QR code, magnetic keys, NFC,
etc) on MDB and Executive protocols, in all currencies and many languages are available on the menu.
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THE IDEAL SOLUTION FOR SUPERMARKETS: HR and FILL-UP
With the new models, HR, Take Away and Fill-Up, the range of new machines for
the supermarket chains is completed. These models allow the consumer to fill take
away bottles or the operator to fill take away bottles in advance and store them
on refrigerated shelf.

The HR Supermarket and Refrigerated models, equipped with hopper containing
the oranges, met a significant approval both in Italy, by important chains such as
Carrefour, Conad, Il Gigante, and abroad, particularly in Paris by Auchan and
Carrefour, in Germany by Edeka and in Sweden by ICA and Coop.
The new Fill-Up has been introducing on the market since November 2015 and is
covered by an utility model. There is a growing interest for this model due to its
unique features of hygiene and refrigeration, making it possible to maintain the cold
chain and reduce the fermentation process of the fresh juice that preserves all of
its health-giving properties. Finally the OR Take Away model, with its unique heat
sealing process represent a valid solution for supermarkets and grocery stores.

HR Refrigerated in Germany.

HR Supermarket in a Carrefour Market
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The Brand
Oranfresh®, is the world leader
in the field of automatic
vending machines for the
consumption of freshly
squeezed orange juice.
Oranfresh ensures you receive
all the health-giving properties
of freshly squeezed orange
juice which passes, in a few
seconds, from the orange to
the cup, easily and hygienically.
It is the result of a process, the
only one in this sector, that
instantly prepares a high
quality freshly squeezed juice
free from bitter peel oils, 100%
natural without any addiction
of sugar and water!

The exclusive and highly
innovative automatic
squeezing process,
internationally patented, is
unique in the world for
technical features and juice
yield. This is a real revolution
in orange juice extraction, a
process that instantly prepares
a high quality freshly squeezed
orange juice free from bitter
peel oils. Once the oranges are
inserted into the juicer, they
slide one by one into the
squeezing area where they are
cut in half. Each half is
squeezed keeping the juice
and the peel oils separate. The
juice is channeled and poured
into the cup, jug or bottle; the
peels slide in an easy-toremove container.

Made in Italy
The success of our citrus juicers
and vending machines is the
result of the Italian tradition of
excellence that distinguishes the
development, the stylish design,
and the production of the whole
range of Oranfresh® branded
products.
We are proud of our label “Made
in Italy”. As true pioneers in this
sector we have always been
recognized for our high quality
standards, maintained by
accurate monitoring and testing of
every single component of each
machine which is designed,
developed and later
assembled by expert
technicians in our
plant in Catania.

Our freshly squeezed orange juice is
highly appreciated as it is naturally
sweet for the simple reason that it is
free from bitter oils (the juice never
comes into contact with the peel) and
pulp residue. A truly mouthwatering
masterpiece that satisfies healthy diet
choices all over the world.

Maximum yield,
minimum waste
Thanks to the technical skills of our
Research & Development department, we
offer the best price/quality ratio in the
sector: the highest juice yield on the market
compared to the competitors, maintaining
the high aromatic quality that has been
distinguishing Oranfresh® brand for years.
The quantity of oranges is the same, but we
have more juice and more taste.

Patents and Certifications
Both the Oranfresh® squeezing process, which
guarantees to the consumer a high quality juice, and
our machines’ technology are covered by different
international patents registered since 1995:
BO2006C01310, BO95A00066, BO2006A000640,
TO20104000608, TO2010A000609, BO2013A000436,
BO2014A000280.

Oranfresh has obtained the major international
certifications, CE, NSF, UL, NAMA, IEC, CCC, TUV
and CSA, which are a testimony to our high
standards of hygiene and the fulfillment
of
requisites
complying
with international
standards, thus ensuring the quality and safety
of the machines, the process, and the final
product on the world market.

The Take Away Patent

In 2012, A.A.T. SpA registered the Oranfresh® patent for the vending
machine model, named Take Away, able to dispense freshly
squeezed orange juice into heat sealed cups to take away. This
innovation, unique and exclusive, has no competitors on the market
and provides a competitive advantage for the operators.
In 2015, Oranfresh® achieved the European patent for the Take Away
model, and in 2016 the US patent, as it is an exclusive automatic
vending machines that dispense freshly squeezed orange juice to take
away into 350 and 450 cc heat sealed cups. Highly appreciated and
demanded by the international large-scale retail trade, OR Take Away
now represent about 40% of Oranfresh® vending machines sold all
around the world.

OR Take Away model in the famous Dutch supermarket chain Albert Heijn.

The OR Apple Juice is a revolutionary vending machine presented in
2017 that has no rivals, able to serve instant-made apple juice from
fresh apples into a cup in a few seconds.
Driven by decades of experience in the developments of orange
juice machines, we decided to explore the apple channel as well,
following also the hint from apple producers and dealers, to have a
vending machine that process apples instead of oranges, to offer a
wider choice to the clientele beside the traditional orange juice
machines.
What else makes this unique machine great, a part from its
attractive appeal, is the profit generated. In fact, the yield produced
is much higher than orange, just consider that 2-3 apples make
what you get with 4-5 oranges! Then you can use a wide selection
of colourful apples according to your taste such as golden, granny
smith, red delicious, fuji, pink lady etc.

THE NEW OR APPLE JUICE

Horeca in the World

Orangenius in a Chilean fry shop.

McCafè (McDonald’s group)
with a Orangenius model.

Expressa professional
in a bakery in Finland.

Horeca in the World

HR Supermaket in a supermarket of the ICA Maxi chain (Sweden).

Denmark Bar,
ORM5.

HR Supermarket in a supermarket,
in Belgium.

Horeca in the World

Orangenius in a yogurt bar in the United Kingdom.

ORM5 in an Autogrill point, Italy

HR Supermarket
in Finland.

Vending in the World

OR 130 in Athens (Greece)

OR 130 at the Beverly Connection
Mall, Los Angeles.

OR 130 in a
canteen in China.

Vending in the World
OR Take Away in a Carrefour supermarket in Paris, France.

OR 130 in the
Montréal University, Canada.

OR Take Away in a
Shopping Mall in Dubai.

Vending in the World

OR130 in a School in Bulgaria.

OR 130 in Paris.

OR Take Away at Sao
Paulo Airport, Brazil.

Vending in the World
The Oranfresh® “made in Italy” in China.

OR 130 in Mexico City.

OR 130 in a " tness center
in Seattle (USA).

ORANFRESH SRL
Blocco Palma I, Zona Industriale - 95121 Catania (Italy)
Tel. +39 095 291233 - Fax. +39 095 29111
www.oranfresh.com - info@oranfresh.com

